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Chicken Rampage

Once upon a time, there was a minecraft player called Dustin, he loved playing sky wars (wich is a game where

you try to get good Noun - Plural and defeat your enemies). Today, Dustin is playing against Alex the

Snowgolem,Kevin the skeleton,Steve the master of parcour (apparently a monkey),Jason the creeper,Angela the

cat,Bob the dog and Ben the endermen.All of them had experience and won more than 99 times.They were eager

to start but the game starts in 5 minutes, so they waited, and waited.After what seemed an Noun , the

game started.Dustin visites his island and saw that on his Noun there was a tree, and a red house. In the

house, he found a chest with an iron chestplate, 64 seeds, an Noun , a stone pickaxe, and an

overpowered Noun .He took everything and used kit chicken wich lets him throw infinite eggs.From far

away, Angela used kit cat wich lets her blind people with Noun .She types in the chat: Dustin team?,so

Dustin said:OK.Dustin and Angela built bridges to meet each other,but when Angela got to Dustin, she blinded

him with experience.Dustin panicked and threw eggs all Preposition or subordinating conjunction him.Surprisingly

he Verb - Past Tense Angela, BenD(Ben the dog),Alex,Jason, and Steve off into the void(the void was a

place where you die automatically).The only ones left were Dustin(obviously),Ben the endermen because he

teleported, and Kevin because he was too far.Ben teleported and almost killed Dustin, but Kevin shot him off the

island before he could.Then Dustin Verb - Past Tense Kevin off his island,but he triggered a pressure plate

which activated 100 tnt that exploded Dustin.So Kevin won Adjective .
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